There are some English Language Teaching Books for Teachers. You can have a look! Post Views: 12,670. This E.S.L. teaching book is a tremendous and exciting resource for young learners, and they will love it as it contains a lot of fun and exciting games. It can also connect with the students very fast. Your students will also learn new pronunciation, vocabulary, visual recognition, and grammar. It is one of the best books to teach English. Get the book here! In this book, the author knows the power of a good laugh, and they use it to learn for the children. We all know that laughter is a universal language. This book is composed of a student book, teacher guide, and practice book. This textbook is specially designed for kids who have never had any introduction to English. Xi, 337 pages ; 21 cm. Includes bibliographical references (pages 293-325). Includes index. Making and carrying out assignments -- The paragraph as rhetorical model -- Word, sentence, and punctuation skills -- Support services -- Testing: what beginning teachers should know -- Beyond basics: an overview. The writing room: a resource book for teachers of English. 1981, Oxford University Press. in English. 0195028260 9780195028263. aaaa. Borrow Listen. Download for print-disabled. Libraries near you: WorldCat. Add another edition? The writing room. First published in 1981. Subjects. Rhetoric, Grammar, English language, Basic writing (Remedial education), Study and teaching, Normative Stilistik, Englischunterricht, High school, English language, grammar, English language, rhetoric, English language, study and teaching. Edit. The writing room. a resource book for teachers of English. This edition